as "an understanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for your own activities". Group-structural awareness is "knowledge about such things as people's roles and responsibilities, their positions on an issue, their status, and group processes" [6] . Gutwin et al. [5] and Prinz [7] both gave the definition of social awareness, "the understanding that participants have about the social connections within their group" and "information about the presence and activities of people in a shared environment". Prinz [7] defined task-oriented awareness as "awareness focused on activities performed to achieve a shared task". Workspace awareness is defined as "the up-to-the-minute knowledge of other participants' interactions with the shared workspace" and "who is working on what" in [5] [8] 
II. COMPONENT-BASED COLLABORATION METAMODEL
As discussed in the previous section, a collaborative environment may consist of several activities, each of which contains role-taking participants, artifacts, and even sub-activities, as illustrated in Fig. l Usually there are two artifact categories involved: container artifact that contains follow-up artifacts, such as a meeting, a calendar, a file folder or a discussion forum, and simple artifact that contains no further follow-ups, such as a URL, a text file or a documentation. An activity is treated as a special container artifact. Given it is common that an artifact could be shared by multiple collaborative activities, a copied artifact link is allowed to support information sharing. A set of metamodel concepts has been proposed to abstract the above role-activity collaborative semantics [9] , as shown in [11] . Accordingly, we constitute a general specification for asynchronous role-based activity as shown in Tab. I. Compared to synchronous awareness requirement, these specifications are enough to reflect awareness information about people, role, artifact and the whole activity, at the same time avoiding information overload in asynchronous collaborative environment.
III. AWARENESS SUPPORTING IN LIVENET4
To testify their feasibility and efficiency, a number of features that explicitly address these awareness specifications have been implemented in LiveNet4, the fourth version of the collaborative network LiveNet.
LiveNet is a role-based workplace network for the collaborative knowledge sharing developed by Collaborative Laboratory at University of Technology, Sydney. It can be used to create workspace networks, where each workspace supports one activity, but where the workspaces can be networked to support work processes made up of many activities. People in each workspace can share their tacit and explicit knowledge and develop new knowledge and pass it to other workspaces [12] .
A. Awareness support elements
Major awareness elements implemented include: * Activity summary It is an overview of chosen activity. After login, students are provided with an activity portal, which lists a summary of activity information including numbers of involved roles, participants, artifacts and recent update time, (See Fig.3 Fig.4 Fig. 7) * Search and sort A search facility is provided to quickly retrieve viewable artifacts within the activity. Artifacts can be sorted on type, name, contributed or modified time. (See Fig.4 and Fig.8 ) s . ' -. s a : -: < F } . ; . -------. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , , , S -S T S --x r -: ; n ! f f : -= P _ i , F i i ---1 --S -< g r : T A t r r i = -: r ---: e " 1 1 All the historical versions of artifacts can be archived. Studies found people are mostly interested in the newest version, so only the latest version are currently provided, while the historical changes are kept in the systems background. Future system upgrade may include an "old version" searching function helping organize out-of-date artifacts in the foreground .
B. System architecture A three-tier architecture is adopted to construct LiveNet4: the Client Tier, Middle Tier and the Enterprise Information Tier.
1) The client tier: The Client Tier is the information presentation tier interacting with the Middle Tier and providing the customized interface.
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This tier also accepts all the requirements from the user and activates the collaboration management logic and feedbacks users.
3) The enterprise information tier: The Enterprise Information Tier is responsible for managing the data used by LiveNet4. The most important aspect of this tier is the database, a collection of relational tables and procedures ustd to store and manipulate data associated with the system. In our case, Sybase Adaptive Server Anywhere 6.0 is used to manage and retrieve data.
Data includes representations of the activity structures built up by users and awareness information such as artifact details, artifact creation and last accessed time, the relationship between role and artifact, permission tables, etc. Record are a series of changes and maintenance of artifact hierarchical structures and permission tables for each role.
C. System implementation framework
The Model View Controller (MVC) pattern is used to implement the awareness support interface of LiveNet4, as illustrated in Fig.9 . The open-source presentation framework called Struts is provided by the Jakarta Project [13] , designed to assist in the development of web-based applications.
In this framework, each HTML page that makes up the basic user interface consists of either static HTML, or pages generated dynamically using Java Server Pages (JSP Jakarta Struts is proved to be an efficient framework for building web-based application with separating control, business logic and interface from each other.
Detailed information about the Model-View-Controller implementation on J2EE platform can be found in [ 13] . Interested readers can also try LiveNet4 system at http:l/livenet4.it.uts.edu.au. Given the awareness support requirements are obtained by analyzing of the basic collaboration factors, the rolebased awareness requirement can be extended to synchronous collaborative environment with little extension. For instance, the awareness information for synchronous application may need to contain synchronous operation information, like who is doing what using which tool.
Currently agent technologies are adopted to coordinate collaboration intelligently in LiveNet4. Awareness support, therefore, can be expected to be enhanced accordingly. Awareness elements also need to be customized while applied to different applications, such as e-learning or enterprise knowledge management fields, which is also one of our future directions.
